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INTRODUCTION
He who creates the greatest disorder in architecture or in
painting wants to be adorned, and as if to divert himself with his
disruptive inventions, and having got in his head the idea of being an
architect, he has ruined as many orders and proportions as are found in
the excellent and ancient works, and makes poor vitruvius' head spin.
PIRROLIGORIO(1550).
It is in fact no secret that artist and architects alike have been
involved in an on going dispute over order, harmony, or the lack of it
with regard to artistic expression, for centuries. How then are we, as
architects today, supposed to make a decision as to the relevance of
either position, with regard to works of architecture coexisting with
our discombobulated society ? I would suggest that it is not our right
nor duty to determine wheather ordered or disordered systems, used as
form generators, are right or wrong. It seems to me to be more a
question of appropriateness, in a given instance. Immanuel Kant, in
his book Critique of Aesthetic Judgement (1790), suggested that a well
designed building appeals to both to our sense of pure form and to our
sense of aptness or fitness.
Where then does a building of an ordered nature belong? Or
better yet where and for whom do we design a structure of a
disordered nature? Many of our ancients made a correlation between
beauty and fitness. Vitruvius, for example, made frequent use of the
Greek Terra eurythmy. ( A reasonably good English equivalent is
"grace.") He defined it as

"...beauty and fitness in the adjustments of the members." This is
found when the members of a work are of a hight suited to their
breadth, of a breadth suited to their length, and in a word, when they
all correspond symmetrically. VIRTRUVIUS
For the ancients such as Virtruvius, there was a direct
correlation between harmony and beauty. It was essential to follow a
very distinct set of rules.
The beautiful as a dialectical category has been understood as a
singular and monovalent condition; it has been about goodness, about
the natural, the rational, and the truthful. It is that to which architects
are taught to aspire in their architecture. EISENMAN
As I try to see the appropriateness of a rational antidote applied
to a very irrational set of architectural demands, I am forced to ask
myself; where is the "fit" that Virtruvius spoke of ? The beauty would
tend to cover up what is really there. Ultimate truth would then
possibly be the unfolding of the worst feature or aspect characterizing
the given work. Satire does this in literature by throwing ridicule
upon something and stressing its worst feature, often by the use of
irony. Recently, artist have found a niche by "deconstructing" social
stereotypes, myths and cliches about gender and power, that are
communicated and reinforced by mass-media sign systems.
"Deconstruction is a semiotics-derived analysis that reveals the
multiplicity of potential meanings generated by the discrepancy
between the ostensible CONTENT of a "text"-which may be a work of
art- and the system of visual, cultural, or linguistic limits from which

it springs. Semiotics has provided an analytical tool for writers:
Roland Barthes used it to analyze photography, and Umberto Eco
applied it to architecture (Art Speak, 1990)."
When looking at the "aptness" or "fitness" of a particular
formal approach in a given context, personal and collective value
systems come into play. The ACSA recently devoted a paper session
of a convention held to the question; Is architecture a lamp or a
mirror? Many papers where written in response to the question by
architectural faculty. Some took the position that architecture acts as a
lamp in society and professes to be different from yesterday's
precedents. Others believe that architecture has to be a mirror, an
image, taking both the past and present into consideration, extracting
the good of each, to make one good, connesent whole. Whatever the
case may be, these two diverse ways of looking at architecture seem to
be applicable in the definition of the discordant movement we see
prevalent in architecture today.
Some side with Peridian thought and profess that architecture
today succeeds traditional means and "redefines the rules" if you will.
This I preceive to be architecture as a lamp. Others, such as Frank
Ghery see architecture more as a reflection of some popular culture
believed prevalent in L.A...California. The architect marks a point in
time by representing, through design, what is thought to be important
to us at that given time. Whether it be the dislocation of society,
expressed though a recent submission in the L.A. Gate competition, or
the untraditional goals of a client projected in the design of a facility
(as Peter Eisenman does with Bio- Centrum laboratories, Frankfurt,

Germany), architecture of this nature is both mirroring the projected
image and standing alone, acting as a becon of some new found truth.
The question of whether to be a lamp or a mirror is either the
goal of the client, (the user) or the architect's own ego. Irregardless of
from whom the impetus for this decision comes, somewhere value
systems have a profound effect on architecture. Rokeach in his book
The Nature of Human Values says that" A value system is an enduring
organization of beliefs concerning preferable modes of conduct or
states of existence along a continuum of relative importance."

STATEMENT OF INTENT
The purpose of this thesis study is to investigate
l)The role of Harmony and Discord in theory process and product in
architecture.
2) The opportunities that both harmony and discord provide in the
expression of collective and personal value systems.

PROPOSED THESIS VEHICLE
The project before the reader is a proposed community Mausoleum
within a proposed public cemeten,. The structure will entertain
essential spaces for entombment, a chapel for ceremonies and
memorial services, as well as facilities for cremation and areas for
meditation and sentimental contemplation.

ENVIRONMENT

BACKGROUND
Funeral Ritual dates back as far as the end of the 9th century.
This period saw the culmination of centuries-long process o\ ritual
creation in the Latin West as eariy medieval people struggled with the
problem of human mortality within the limits of their Christian world
view. The prayers and gestures that emerged in written texts and
ritual practice shortly before the year 900 made up a rite of passage
that was to see Christian Europeans to the gra\e and beyond
throughout the Middle Ages and long afterward ( Paxlon, 1990).
"This ritual complex began before death, with rites of purification and
separation; it accompanied the agony and the moment of death, the
laying out, the vigils, and the burial, and it continued for many years
in commemorative ceremonies that affected the state of the soul in the
other world and bound together the communities of the living and the
dead" (Paxton, p.l). Its various pieces originated in the separate
Christian communities of late imperial Rome, Visigothic Spain, early
Medieval Ireland, Anglo-Saxon England, and Gaul under the
Merovingian and Carolingian kings (Paxton, 1990).
Archeological digs in Egypt have alone shown us proof that
ancient civilizations practiced burial rituals of a sort even before
Christianity existed. Most of these rituals included leaving the
deceased in a tomb hidden away with their material wealth from the
rest of the world. In Jesus Christ's time as well. Entombment seemed
to be the appropriate placement of the dead. Large cave-like spaces

dug out of the rock were used as communal burial places sometimes
called catacombs.
During classical times, incineration of bodies was practiced in
Greece. This practice along with communal cemeteries, were reserved
for the rich. The ditches along side the roads were used for the burial
of commoners. In the 2nd century A.D., (the height of the Roman
Civilization in Gaul) the practice of incineration spread. Then under
the influence of Christianity, which forbade cremation, we saw a
period of transition from the urn to the coffin, during the 4th & 5th
centuries. Then burial takes over completely (Ragon, 1981). Rich
families erected collective tombs along the road side. This custom
survived until the Eighth century A.D. In the ninth century, graves
were moved into the urban setting to prevent the robbing of graves on
those isolated rural roads. Being buried at your church was an idea
made popular by Constantine who, at Constatinople introduced the
custom of burying Christian Monarchs in a church (Ragon, 1981).
After a period, all important people sought burial in their church,
which made for cramped conditions within. Eventually, the custom
moved outdoors to the church yard, where there was plenty of room
for the burial of parishioners alike. These yards however, had to
discriminate on the basis of religion, of course. With the location of
missions, (much later in the New World) came this tradition of church
yard burial to America.
Since the beginnings of settlement in New England, the
standard places of burial had been amid the living, in the middle of
towns churchyards, or in churches, a practice which in England dated
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back to the 8th Century. It is obvious from the dearth of comments
about early New England graveyards, that these areas were treated
simply as unattractive necessities, to be avoided as much as possible
by the living (Stannard, 1975). This attitude continued from the
beginnings of settlement, into the early years of the 19th century. The
beginnings of a change toward a cemetery as a cultural institution,
came in 1881, with the establishment of Mount Auburn cemetery in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. It marked the start of a "rural cemetery"
movement in America (Stannard, 1975).
The creation of Mount Auburn marked a change in prevailing attitudes
about death and burial. It was a new type of burial place, designed not
only to be a decent place of interment, but to serve as a cultural
institution as well. Because of its influence, the traditional generic
terms "grave-yard" and "burial-ground" were replaced by the word
"cemetery." And the example of Mount Auburn became the prototype
of the "rural cemetery", which was extensively duplicated throughout
the country (Stannard, p.70).
When we look at the state of funeral practices today, do we see
the ritual standards set forth by early Christians? Today, we probably
see a shorter less formal process associated with burial.
Today,
funerals have so much less work to do. There is the sense of personal
loss to be dealt with. But bereavement is more personal and less a
matter for joint participation, given that local ties are limited by
frequent change of residence (mobility); by the diversity of work
(division of labor, participation in different enterprises), and
sometimes, by the deliberate search for anonymous neighbors tliai
11

mark many urban areas. The lack of communitas, of gemeinschaft
(the growth of individualism), involves a certain withdrawal from each
other's personal problems, including their deaths and their dead, unless
these occur within the context of national calamity. Aligned with this
change is the shift of responsibility, (even for one's own parents and
children) onto the resources of the state, rather than of the individual
or even of the community. The individual's links run direct to the
state, mediated by income tax officials and the appropriate ministry,
rather than by kith or kin (Stannard, p.7).
Hence only the bare bones of death are seen today in Western
societies. With smaller households and low mortality, each individual
experiences the death of someone, close very infrequently, if we
understand "close" in both a spatial and social sense. In childhood,
one is often kept away from the immediate facts of death, either by
parents (if it is a sibling) or by relatives or friends, if it is a parent.
Grief is suppressed rather than externalized. (Stannard, p.7).
Maybe this suppression of grief is responsible for our
noticeable retreat from the traditional death rituals. In fact, cemeteries
are becoming such communal institutions that there have been recent
attempts by city governments to keep new cemeteries non-religious
and somewhat tucked away. The recent development of Columbia
Memorial Park in Columbia, Maryland by the Rouse Company, had
such a requirement placed upon it. As a condition of the sale,
developer Harvey Geller says, he had to promise: to use the site only
for a cemetery; to keep 1.5 acres wooded; to erect only non-religious
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monuments; keep them low and to hide the planned community
mausoleum from view. ( A.P.A., Vol.56, 2/90).
Burial places today are very distant from religious segregation,
or from strong traditional ritual norms. The care takers host services
for the rich, the poor, the ethnic, the Catholic, Protestant, the Jew, and
even the Moslem. There seems to be a trend developing in America
which is moving toward burial in Mausoleums and the practice of
cremation. According to Lee Morrgard, a legislative analyst for the
American Association of Retired Persons, cremation is now the choice
in up to 25% of all deaths in parts of the West Coast. ( A.P.A., Vol.
56, 2/90)
Whether the impetus for this change be religious, economic, or
purely social, the likely increase in multistory mausoleums and
columbariums suggest a visual impact on the surrounding areas. It
is time to look at these structures as a project type evolving, with the
cultural changes that effect the burial rituals practiced in society
today.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTEXT
Much has been written about the affluent society in which we
live, and much fun poked at some of the irrational "status symbols" set
out like snares, to trap the consumer at every turn. Something
however, needs to be said about the most irrational of the lot, sure to
come to all of us in the end: the modem American funeral (Mitford,
•63).
"Undertakers have traditionally been cast in a comic role in
literature. Universally they where a recognized symbol of humor from
Shakespeare, to Dickens, to Evelyn Waugh. They have successfully
turned the tables in recent years to, perpetuate a huge, gruesome and
expensive practical joke on the American public. It is not conceived
of as a joke, of course; on the contrary, it is hedged with admirably
contrived rationalizations (Mitford, p. 16)."
Funeral men have transformed their profession into a trap to
get us to buy all sorts of services and products we did not know
existed. They have emphasized the same desirable qualities in a
funeral that we have grown to look for in search for excellence:
comfort, durability, beauty and craftsmanship. From the silk lined
coffin to the pastel colored funeral hearse, you will be treated with
dignity, refinement, high-caliber professional service and that
intangible quality, sincerity (Mitford, '63).
A new mythology has been built up to justify the peculiar
customs surrounding the disposal of our dead. The funeral industry
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has had to sell itself on its "articles of faith", in the course of passing
them along to the public (Mitford, '63).
The first of these myths supports the premise that today's
funeral procedures are founded in "American tradition." When we
look at the early American funeral we see simplicity to the point of
starkness. The plain pine box accompanied the laying out of the dead
and was done by friends and family, who also bore the coffin to the
grave. These were characteristic hallmarks of the traditional funeral
until the end of the nineteenth century (Mitford, '63)
"Secondly, there is the myth that the American public is only
being given what it wants- an opportunity to keep up with the Joneses
to the end (Mittford, p. 18)." The American public actually has no
choice in the matter of burial. One is faced, usually for the first time,
with the necessity of buying a product of which he is totally ignorant,
at a moment when he is in the least position to quibble (Mittford, '63).
Thirdly, there are myths based on half-digested psychiatric
theories. The importance of the "memory picture" is stressedmeaning the last glimpse of the deceased in an open casket. A newer
one, is the need for "grief therapy." This is where the funeral director
takes on a new "dramaturgic role", in which the undertaker becomes a
stage manager to create an appropriate atmosphere and to move the
funeral party through a drama in which social relationships are
stressed and an emotional catharsis or release is provided through the
ceremony (Mittford, p. 18)."
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Lastly, a whole new terminology has been invented by the
funeral industry to replace the direct vocabulary of former times.
Examples of these are as follows:
Old
Undertaker
Coffins
Hearses
Flowers
Corpses
Cremated Ashes
Emphemisms

New
"Funeral Director"
"Caskets"
"Coaches
"Floral Tributes"
"Loved ones"
"Cremains"
"Slumber Rooms"

If the undertaker is the stage manager of the production of the
American funeral, the stellar role is reserved for the occupant of the
open casket. The family thus becomes the mourning victim of the
deceitful rationalizations.
RESPONSE
An individual being cognizant of these myths of the "American
funeral" can either ignore the further degradation of the funeral
industry by supporting it, or demand a simple idealistic approach to
burial. There is no cut and dried decision as to the formal ordering of
a facility, which suits the idealist and the perpetrator of the ni) th. 1
propose an ordered architecture, reflective of the idealistic belief of
ashes to ashes, dust to dust, that will coincide, amidst a discordant
architecture representative of the perpetrated myth.
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Piano is a city comprised largely of upper-middle class young
professionals, most of which hold a bachelor's degree or better. In the
early eighties the area flourished with urban professionals flocking
from the crowded metropolitan area to be near south Dallas. The price
of land soared as did the real estate market. Preston road, then known
as the "golden corridor" opened it's arms to commercial real estate
which lined it's shoulders with "80's"-style semi-high rise offices and
garden office complexes. For housing, the multiplicity of businesses
whose workers were tired of commuting to and from The Dallas
central business district. As time passed Piano became the desired
home of National H.Q. such as J.C. Penney and E.D.S.
With this came the relocation of Easterners who brought with
them their taste for more traditional "New England Style" housing.
This greatly impacted the Piano Housing Market which was just
coming out of the "modem ranch" period, not distinctly unique to the
Dallas area. This inward movement and changing character gave
rise to formal alteration the once mral Piano, Texas. Reflective glass
buildings inlaid with cast stone now line the main boulevard. Almost
every intersection is host to a large scale shopping center varying in
style from high tech to past modem to New England style.
Regardless of the price range, houses are greatly characterized in the
area by high plate lines and grand entries either straddling the circular
drive or framing a rich chandelier outlined by brick corbeling and
stone coins.
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Real estate in Piano seems to concern itself with the issue of
"front". It seems as though the building facades which face the street
deserve more attention than the one's that do not. In fact, the side and
rear elevations of most buildings are deemphasised to the point of
building bland. This glitz however, is grandiose and airs a sense of
pretentiousness that is in keeping with the attitudes of the most
residents of the piano area. Although this attitude may be in sync with
the "keeping up with the Joneses" theory it does not address the Dallas
context or the civic monumentality needed for my project. (Refer to
the context case studies included in the appendix for further
explanation of this issue. For fulher statistics of both the Dallas and
Piano areas, refer also to the appendix for a regional and area
analysis).
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SITE CONDITIONS
The site chosen for this project is in Piano, Texas adjacent the
Preston Road at the South west juncture of Preston and Highway 121.
The site lies along side the old Preston trail named after Col. Preston
of late 1860's who used the route for trade between Texarkana and
Dallas, Texas. The area is characterized by rolling pastures covered
by scattered clusters of Mesquite trees. The area known as the Dillard
tract by local ranchers and developers, is a 300 acre tract of land
largely undeveloped except for the five bedroom ranch house and
surrounding farm buildings. The site imparlicular sits at the edge of a
plateau overlooking a small steam at its foot. The site can be reached
via car on caliche packed roads straddled by cattle guards and fences.

SITE RESPONSE
An attempt will be made in the design phase to site the
building on the plateau facing the North view overlooking the pasture
below. The slope falling below the site should also be considered for
public and semi-public walkways for meditation and the likes covered
by trellises planted with native flowering vines. Access to the creek
below will be the beginning of the site for the proposed cemetery to
accompany the mausoleum project.

21
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CLIMATE
Piano's climate is fairiy calm yet unpredictable most of the year. The
temperatures are not extreme at any time of the year. The average low
temperature in the winter is 42 degrees Fahrenheit, and the average
temperature in the summer months is 85 degrees Fahrenheit.
Humidity is usually high during the summer months with an average
of 56 percent (noon readings). Winds are predominantly from the
south at the average rate of 10 mph. The annual precipitation in Piano
is 37 inches on average, of which snow forms a very little portion.
The heaviest rain fall months are April and May and the lightest
months are July and August.
RESPONSE
With the weather being moderate most of the year, a full range
of design flexibility is offered in response to most climate conditions.
The largest contributing factor will be the consideration of the
humidity factor. This will force some areas to be flexible with regard
to artificial climate control.

*source:

Ruffner, James A. Weather of U.S. Cities, second
edition, vol. 1 Gale Research Company

ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTIONS

100 ACCESSING
•the act of orienting, acclimating, getting to. from, and between
facilities and activities
•in order to participate in all other activities, one must begin here
•participants need and/or desire a speedy realization of the intended
goal
•there is a definite progression from conception through anticipation
to realization of the goal
•the process involves numerous forced decisions concerning w here to
go and what to do. If the clues are not there, the participant may lose
orientation and interest.
•the activity involves social intercourse
•this is a critical step
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DERIVED ACTIVITIES
101 ARRIVING
102 DEPARTING
103 ORIENTING
103.1 to the cemetery
103.1 A from within
103. IB from without
103.2 to the facilities
103.2A from within
103..2B from without
103.3 to ceremonies
104 PARKING
104.1 during ceremonies
104.2 staff
104.3 service
104.4 visitors
105 TRANSPORTING
105.1 on grounds
105.2 off grounds >>106 WALKING
107 APPROACHING

4Vi»^

108 ASKING
109 ANSWERING/INFORMATION
110 RESTING
111 WAITING
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200 CEREMONIES
- This space is gives relevance to the project
- It is about paying your last respects
- It is an emotional time in space
- The activities that occur in this space take precedence over all others

DERIVED ACTIVITIES
201 ATTENDING CEREMONY
201.1 In Chapel
201.1 A as a group
201.1 B as a family
201.1 C as an individual
201.2 In Chambers
201.2 A as a group
201.2 B as a family
201.2 C as an individual
202 VISITATION
202.1 to moum
202.2 out of curiosity
202.2A fear of death
202.2B in search of understanding
202.3 communicate with deceased
202.4 bring fresh flowers
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300 PREPARATION

DERIVED ACTIVITIES
301 GATHERING DECEASED
301.1 shipping
301.2 receiving
302 CREMATION
302.1 cremation process
302.2 collection of remains
302.3 placement of remains in vase
303 CARING FOR DECEASED
303.1 storage
303.2 preserving
303.3 cataloging
303.4 placement of body in tomb
303.5 placement of vase in crypt
303.6 perpetual care
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400 MAESTAEMESIG
•the activity of making sure all systems work properly
•it is upgrading, fixing, restoring, caring for, and monitoring all
systems
•it means keeping things clean and functioning
•it involves safety and comfort
•it is ordering so all works well
•it is ongoing, consistent

DERIVED ACTIVITIES

MAINTAININ(^ I

401 cleaning
402 fixing/repairing
403 prevention
404 storage
405 providing for comfort of patrons
406 providing for safety
407 organizing
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500 ADMINISTRATING
-it is an activity of nurturing, protecting, giving aid, comfort, and
direction

DERIVED ACTIVITIES
501 GOVERNING
502 ORGANIZING ACCOMMODATING
502.1 internal facilities
502.2 external facilities
503 SECURING
504 DISTRIBUTING INFORMATION
505 RECEIVING INFORMATION
506 RECORD KEEPING
506.1 STORING RECORDS
506.2 ACCESSING RECORDS
506.3 SECURING RECORDS
507 RECEPTION
508 STORING
509 CONFERENCING
510 PUBLICIZING
511 SCHEDULING
512 ACCOUNTING
513 PLANNING
514 ANSWERING / ASKING
515 UPHOLDING DIGNITY
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SPATIAL

QUALITY

Needs, Desires, and Systems Performance Criteria
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ENTRY SPACES

100

These spaces should form a definite, actual, and perceptual link
between interior and exterior. Overhead Height and visual interest
should make the user feel a definite change in environment from
whence he had come. If multiple buildings are used, these spaces shall
become a unifying element. These spaces should have the option of
climate control but should be equipped to be self supportive in
accordance with the timeless nature of the facility.

COMMUNITY SPACE / ENTOMBMENT AREAS 200/300
These spaces act primarily for circulation to and from other areas in
the case of the chapel tombs, but serve also as the secondary ceremony
area. These spaces should be wide enough to provide circulation of a
high traffic nature but also intimate enough for private reflection. The
main corridor will serve as the central axis; a transition between those
spaces which perpetrate and those which deny the myth.

CHAPEL / 200
The chapel should be adjacent the main entry for the convenience of
the groups attending ceremonies that will arrive at the main entrance.
Seating should be comfortable and portable to suit variable sizes of
groups. The use of color and light should be used cheerfully but well
within the limits of good taste so as not to distract from the intended
use. Moderate environmental control should be possible but not
mandatory. Air quality should be assisted by plant life. Overhead
natural light is desired, thus the orientation of the space becomes
crucial because of the position of the captive audience.
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CREMATORIUM / 300
Sleek, minimal surfaces will suite this space most appropriately.
Strong air evacuation equipment will be needed as will fire
extinguishing devices. Storage of bodies to be cremated will occur
adjacent to this space and will require extensive refrigeration. This
space provides an excellent opportunity for the expression of the myth

STAFF OFFICES / 500
This space should be large enough to hold discussions between two to
four people. Utilization of daylight is a high priority. The majority of
the work day will not be spent here but should entertain adequate work
surfaces, shelving and storage for materials. This space is out of the
public eye and therefor it's projected image is solely for the staff.

RECEPTION / 507
This is an important transitional space between the communal and
staff spaces. The character of the space should not reflect the office
environment. The primary activity in the space is waiting and should
project an environment like that of a home, and be light and open.

CONFERENCE / 509
This area will have a direct link with the public and therefor will have
the job of projecting an image.This space should communicate a hint
of both Myth and idealism. This space will need to be private and
comfortable both physically and visually.
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SPACE

QUANTITY
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PATIO TOMB
#uniLs sf / unit

total

ref.

Family Companion

72

45

3,240

103/200/303

Deluxe Companion

0

48

Single

180

24

0
4,320

103/200/303

7,560 / 6 levels
1,260 sf

NET PATIO TOMB SPACE
Net Floor Coverage

CHAPEL TOMBS
#units sf/ unit

total

Family Companion

900

45

40,500

103/200/303

Deluxe Companion

300

48

14,400

103/200/303

Single

1800

24

43,200

103/200/303

NET CHAPEL TOMB SPACE
Net Floor Coverage

ref.

98,100/6 levels
16,350 sf

CRYPTS
Cremains Crypts
NET CRYPT SPACE
Net Floor Coverage

# units sf/unit
600
2.25

total
1,350

ref.
103/200/302

1.350/ 12 levels
112.5 sf
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OFFICE SPACES
#of occ.
2-6
1-4
1-2
1-6
1-3
3-6
2-6

Reception
Director
Ass. Director
Conference
Mortician
Staff
Records
NET OFFICE SPACE

sf
400
400
360
450
300
500
300

ref.
507/103/108-9
501/502
501/502
509
501/502
501/502
506

2,710 sf

CHAPEL
Seating
Storace
Podium

#of occ.
100
2-4
1-2

NET CHAPEL SPACE

sf
1,200
400
200

ref.
201
400
201

1,800 sf

CREMATORIUM
Lab
Incinerator

#of occ.
2-4
2-4

NET CREMATORIUM SPACE

sf
1,000
1,500

ref.
300/301
302

2,500 sf
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TOTALS
PATIO TOMBS
CHAPEL TOMBS
CREMAINS CRYPTS
OFFICE SPACES
CHAPEL
CREMATORIUM

1,260 sf
16,350 sf
112sf
2,710 sf
1,800 sf
2.500 sf

PROJECT NET sf

24,732 sf

ref.
103/200/301
103/200/301
103/200/302
500
200
302

TERTL\RY
MECH.
(netsf x 15%)
CIRCULATION (net sf x 20%)
TOILETS & UTILITIES (net sf x 69^)

3,664 sf
4,868 sf
1,465 sf

NET TERTIARY SPACES
PROJECT NET
USABLE SQUARE FOOTAGE
WALL COVERAGE FACTOR

9,997 sf
24,732 sf
34,729 sf
x 1.2

PROJECT GROSS
SQUARE FOOTAGE

41,674 sf
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COST

ANALYSIS
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Date

=======

01/01/92

01/01/93

01/01/94

01/01/95

01/01/96

01/01/97

Project
Costs

Descriptioi

============

Land cost per acre:
Contingency Costs

:===== ^
355,000

550,000
255,185

Loan
Interest
Rate

Unit
Sales

:
11.00%

15%
80,487
1,360,350

1,440,837

11.00%

Unit Sales
Patio Tombs
Chapel Tombs

25%
134,145
2,267,250

2,401,395

11.00%

Unit Sales
Patio Tombs
Chapel Tombs

30%
160,974
2,720,700

2,881,674

Unit Sales
Patio Tombs
Chapel Tombs

15%
80,487
1,360,350

Total

Annual
Gross
Profit
(Loss)

;

Unit Sales
Patio Tombs
Chapel Tombs

Building Costs
Site Work
Unit Sales
Patio Tombs
Chapel Tombs

Loan/
(Savings)
Pincipal
Balance

Loan
Interest
Amount

805,185

88,57

(893,755)

(547,082)

1,440,837

0

(2,948,477)

2,401,395

11.00%

0

(5,830,151)

2,881,674

1,440,837

11.00%

0

(7,270,988)

1,440,837

1,440,837

11.00%

0

(2,332,209)

(4,938,779)

388,57
388,570

(S2,33a209)

32,332,209

5,103,693
1,275,923
15%
80,487
1,360,350
37,184,801

39,605,580

=======
32.46%

Gross Profit Percent

0.6203 Years

Payback Period (Initial Project Costs / First Years Income)
(This equation is used because the project breaks even in year 1)
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ESTEVIATED NET COST
SPACE
Patio Tombs
Family Companion
•levels 1-3 (@ $1,974 ea.)
•levels 4-6 (@ $1,734 ea.)
Single
•levels 1-3 (@ $1,107 ea.)
•levels 4-6( @ $987 ea.)
Chapel Tombs
Family Companion
•levels 1-3 (@ $1,930 ea.)
•levels 4-6 (@ $1,750 ea.)
Deluxe Companion
•levels 1-3 (@ $2,110ea.)
•levels 4-6( @ $1,930 ea.)
Single
•levels 1-3 (@ $1,055 ea.)
•levels 4-6 (@ $965 ea.)
Office Spaces
•( @ $77/sf.)
Chapel
•( @ $85/sf.)
Crematorium
•( @ $145/sf.)
Building Cost
Land Cost @10 acres
Site Work
Contingency Cost
Total Project Cost

#UNITS

COST

36
36

$71,064
$62,424

90
90

$99,630
$88,830

450
450

$868,725
$787,725

150
150

$316,500
$289,500

900
900

$949,725
$868,500

2,410sf.

$185,570

l,800sf.

$153,000

2.500sf.

$362,500
$5,103,693
$550,000
$1,275,923
$255,000
$7,184,801
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RELEVANT TO THESIS
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BIO-CENTRUM
W Goethe University

Frankfurt-am-Main

Architect:

Peter Eisenman

Client:

Bio-Centrum research laboratories

Programme Objectives:
1) Maximum interaction between functional areas and
between people that use them.
2) The accommodation of future growth that can not be
predicted today.
3) The maintenance of the site, as fast as possible, as a green
preserve.
Goal:
To undermine these Classical architectural hierarchies, it was
necessary to dissolve the traditional autonomy of the discipline of
Achitecture. It was thought that traditional approach would have
constrained future growth.
As biology today dislocates the traditions of science, so the
architecture of our Bio-Centrum project dislocates the traditions of
architecture. EISENMAN
Relevance:
As this project breaks away from the traditional notions of
architecture as does the occupant break away from traditional aspect of
science it becomes prototypical in the realm of science laboratories. It
dares to be different; a lamp severing its way through what it is
supposed to be.
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66

'STEEL CLOUDS"
Los Angeles
*o^
Achitect:

Studio Asymptote
Hani Rashid
Lisa Ann Couture

Client:

City of Los Angeles

Programme Objectives:
To design "a symbolic monument to welcome immigrants to
our Nations shores."
The Project:
A site atop a freeway was chosen because of this proximity to
Union Station. It consist of a collage of steel columns, girders, and
struts supporting a variety of museums and recreational facilities.
Relevance:
This project mirrors the movement, energy, and innovation of
Los Angeles.
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SOLANA
Westlake, Texas
Architect:

Constellation of star architects

Clients:

Maguire Thomas Partners
IBM Corporation

Programme Objectives:
To develop a master plan for phased construction of 1.8
million total square feet of office and retail space.
Goal: To "Avoid Sterility"
Relevance:
Architecturally, Solana projects a grand regional role
connecting the U.S. with Central and South America. On a smaller
scale it brings the Dallas region and its civic presence to a tiny rural
suburb. It maintains an urban scale while being careful not to
overwhelm the rural feel of the community. It is my intent for the
proposed project within to serve the civic Dallas region but exist in a
setting that is presently rural. It is in this that Solana achieves
relevance to the research presented.
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MEYERSON SYMPHONY CENTER
Dallas, Texas

I.M. I'ri's Mrynwii Syiiiplwiiy Outer. UalliL',.

Architect:

I.M. Pci & Partners

Client:

private venture between the City of Dallas and ?

Objective:
To be a bold civic gesture: a symbol a resurrection for the
city, which is emerging froma severe recession that dragged local
banks, developers, and oil men's fortunes into oblivion during the
1980's.
Relevance:
Meyerson Center is a monument dedicated to a city that has
been creating itself from scratch for over a century. The Meyerson
represents to my project the civic monumentality needed to serve civic
Dallas.

Symphony Center's concert hall, with moveable acoustical panel at center.
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CASE

STUDIES

RELEVANT TO PROJECT
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76

SPARKMAN

/

HILLCREST

FUNERAL HOME / MAUSOLEUM / MEMORLVL PARK
Dallas, Texas
Architect:
Client:

Anton Korn
Caruth, George, and Giles Families

The Project:
This project was originally commissioned by the Caruth family
who simply wanted a small family cemetery for their family and
friends and ranch hands who worked the land on which they lived.
Then in 1930 the George and Giles families approached the Caruth
family with a proposition to incorporate and build a small mausoleum
on the property. Since that lime there has been nine total additions to
the mausoleum property most of which where overseen by Fooshee
and Cheek Architects. As the structure exist today, there are fourteen
hundred entombment spaces consisting of single spaces to spaces for
up to four family members. The facility is accompanied by terrace
tombs, a full funeral home facility, and a surrounding cemetery.
Evaluation:
The Cemetery itself is tastefully carried out according to an
elaborate master plan. The Mausoleum is oriented in such a way that
from the front step one can actually look at the Dallas skyline in the
distance just beyond a terracing landscape complete with fountains and
monuments. The overall effect and scale of the building proper from
the exterior was obviously planned for civic Dallas and quit
impressive. The interior of the original structure dating to the 1930's
is well done but the later additions are not in keeping with the original
scheme and therefor not as successful. The scale is such that one tends
to get lost walking down endless rows of tombs.
Relevance:
The monumentality of the facility relates to Dallas and in this
manner I find permanence to what is being proposed in my thesis.
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RESTHAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK / MAUSOLEUM
Lubbock, Texas
Architect:
presently unknown
The Project:
The mausoleum complex at Resthaven, originally constructed
in 1959, consist of four separate entities constructed in pha.ses. The
Main building is the chapel mausoleum hosting 1,092 separate
entombment spaces and includes a small chapel. The next area is the
garden of the chapel, which can be seen though the windows of the
chapel, hence its name. It contains some 252 entombment spaces.
These tombs are outdoors and are covered by a large overhang. The
face plates of these tombs are sand stone instead of the typical granite
or marble. Overall this facility seems poorly constructed and fairly
well maintained. The lighting is dull even with the circular skylights
overhead. The scale is appropriate for a project of the type in this area
however, feverish efforts are presently being made to increase the
amount of tomb spaces on reserve.
The other two Mausoleums are much newer and represent the
state of the art in the industry. They are referred to as the garden or
terrace mausoleums. The were constructed within the past five years
by Granite Bronze Co. They specialize in cemetery construction that
is generally modular and can be pre-manufactured and shipped to the
site and constructed in a matter of months. These units seem to be
cheaper and less hassle to maintain.
In speaking with some
individuals in the industry this is what the market is looking toward.
Besides the granite detailing and bronze ornamentation, these structure
seem rather boxy and ordinary.
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R E G I O N A L /AREA

ANALYSIS
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REGIONAL

ANALYSIS-

D/FW

LOCATION
The Dallas-Fort Worth CMSA (Consolidated Metropolitan
Statistical Area) consists of nine counties and is often referred to as
the "Metroplex". The counties included are Dallas, Tarrant, Collin,
Denton, Rockwall, Ellis, Kaufman, Johnson and Parker. Together
they cover 7,197 square miles, with Dallas and Tarrant Counties
comprising the hub of this nine-county CMSA. The Dallas-Fort
Worth Metroplex is located in North Central Texas approximately 50
miles south of the Red River.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The Dallas-Fort Worth climate is considered moderate to
warm. Temperatures range from a mean minimum of 34 degrees
Fahrenheit in July, with an average yearly temperature of 66 degrees.
The topography of the area is generally level with gently rolling hills
in the southern section. The area is divided into two geographic
regions. The eastern half is known as the Blackland Prairie area, and
the western half is part of the Cross Timbers area.
The Trinity River, which consists of three forks and its
tributaries, is the primary natural waterway in the area. To prevent
flooding, major flood hazard zones were created in some areas. These
zones are along the Elm Fork in the north in the Cities of Carrollton

PERFORMED BY L.R. DENTON AND COMPANY
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and Lewisville, and along the West Fork in northern Grand Prairie.
The region's water supply is provided by lakes and reservoirs located
within and near the area.

TRANSPORTATION
The Dallas-Fort Worth area has excellent interstate
transportation facilities. The area's major facility is the Dallas-Fort
Worth International Airport, which has been in operation since 1974.
This facility contains approximately 17,500 acres and is the fourth
busiest airport in the world in terms of scheduled air carrier
operations. The maximum flying time from D/FW to any major city
in the Continental U.S. is three hours and 45 minutes (to Seattle,
Washington). The D/FW Airport is also a major transportation hub
for freight and domestic cargo. This portion of the airport's business is
facilitated with a foreign trade zone consisting of 250 acres of airport
property. The foreign trade zone is accessible by air, rail and
highway.
In addition to D/FW Airport, air travel is also available at
Dallas Love Field, Addison Airport, and several other municipal
airports. With the exception of Dallas Love Field, which provides
limited passenger service, these other airports are primarily for private
and general aviation use.
The Dallas-Fort Worth area is serviced by seven major rail
companies. Included in the seven are two rail lines that travel between
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Dallas and Fort Worth. The Dallas-Fort Worth area is also served by
and extensive freeway system of interstate, federal and state highways.
Both cities contain freeway loops that intersect with many other
freeway systems. To facilitate mass transit within the Dallas area, the
Dallas Area Rapid Transit Authority (DART) was formed in 1983 to
provide mass transit alternatives.

EDUCATION
The majority of cities within the Dallas-Fort Worth area have
their own independent school districts, generally coinciding with the
respective city boundaries. The Dallas-Fort Worth area also offers a
multitude of graduate and port-graduate level education facilities.
There are four major universities in the area: Texas Christian
University in Fort Worth, Southern Methodist University in Dallas,
University of North Texas in Denton and The University of Texas at
Arlington. Additionally, Dallas, Tarrant and Collin Counties provide
community college systems that offer a variety of academic and
vocational programs.
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POPULATION
The Dallas-Fort Worth CMSA is the largest metropolitan area
in Texas, as well as the South and Southwestern United States in terms
of population. In-migration was rapid during the first half of the
1980's, with advances being the greatest in Fort Worth and the
suburban cities. In Dallas, growth has concentrated to the North.
North Dallas, Carrollton and Piano experienced rapid growth from
1980 to 1986.
The North Central Texas Council of Governments in the
Population & Employment Forecasts 1990-2010 predicts a "bright",
long-term growth outlook for the Metroplex. The growth, however,
will be slower than the peak of the boom period of the late 1970's and
early 1980's. The forecast is that the population will increase to five
milhon by the ye 2010 ( a 24% increase).
Geographic Growth Trends
Population growth in recent years has generally continued in
communities around D/FW International Airport and nearby job
centers, as well as those benefiting from Piano's economic growth
(including Piano itselO- Absolute: growth was greatest in the City of
Dallas, which gained roughly 9,850. However, Dallas' growth rate
remains low due to migration to suburban areas.
Governmental Factors
The Dallas-Fort Worth CMSA consists of nine county
governments and 61 home-rule municipalities. The majority of the
cities within the area have a council-manager form of government.
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Each county within the area is governed by four commissioners and a
county judge. Other quasi-governmental bodies scattered throughout
the area consist of water districts, road improvement districts and
flood control districts. Each city normally provides city services such
as fire and police protection, and water and sewer service. Taxing
authorities such as community college and hospital districts are
normally placed in the county government's jurisdiction.
Economic Forces
The Dallas-Fort Worth area has a diversified and historically
stable economic base. The major industries in Dallas include
insurance, financial institutions, telecommunications, transportation,
aerospace and electronics, automotive equipment, chemical food
processing, building material, graphic arts and scientific instruments.
Forbes magazine reported Dallas as the nation's third largest home to
Forbes 500 companies. Eighteen companies among the largest in the
United States as ranked by sales, net profits, total assets and stock
market value are based in Dallas and Fort Worth.
The Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex has historically enjoyed
economic growth unmatched by other areas in the country. The
Metroplex has positioned itself as the hub of the Southwest for trade,
finance, and high-tech equipment.
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PLANO

CITY

ANALYSIS

LOCATION
The City of Piano is located in the southwest quadrant of
Collin County, approximately 12 miles southwest of McKinney and
approximately 20 miles northeast of the Dallas Central Business
District. Piano lies immediately north of the City of Richardson.

POPULATION
The City of Piano lies within the previously-described DallasFort Worth CMSA. It is the largest city in Collin County in terms of
population, with a 1990 estimated population of 131, 850 persons.

TRANSPORTATION
Primary access into the city is via U.S. 75 and FM-544. U.S.
75, known locally as Central Expressway, provides Piano with direct
access to McKinney, intersects the county seat to the north and the
Dallas Metropolitan area to the south.
Central Expressway
interchanges with lH-635 (LBJ Freeway) which provides direct access
to all the major freeway systems throughout the regional area and is a
major commercial arterial thoroughfare. FM-544 is the primary
east/west thoroughfare through Piano. Another major freeway which
will have a significant impact upon the City of Piano is the proposed
89

SH-190. Located along Piano's southern boundary, SH-190 will extend
in an east/west direction from Stemmons Freeway (IH-35E) in
Carrollton to SH-78 in Garland.

GOVERNMENT / COMMUNITY SERVICES
Piano has a home-rule form of government which exhibits an
enthusiastic desire for growth but also recognizes that adequate control
over growth policies is a necessity for an orderly, planned
development. Police and fire departments are staffed on a 24-hour per
day basis.
Public utility services are provided by Texas Power and Light
Company, Lone Star Gas Company, North Texas Municipal Water
District, the City of Piano and General Telephone Company.
Telephone service in Piano has become part of the Metropolitan Dallas
System, allowing citizens in Piano local telephone rates as in
Metropolitan Dallas. This is an important consideration reflecting the
economic ties between Piano and the Metroplex.
The Piano Independent School District encompasses 114 square
miles in southwest Collin County. It includes all the Cities of Piano,
Murphy and Parker, the Canyon Creek, Foxboro, and Spring Park
areas of northern Richardson and a portion of Dallas that is located
north of the Collin-Dallas County line. Colleges and universities
within a reasonable commuting distance include Southern Methodist
University, University of North Texas, Texas Woman's University,
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university of Texas at Dallas and Richland Community College. In
addition, Collin County Community College presently operates
campuses in Piano and McKinney.

ECONOMY
Piano is conveniently located in close proximity to two very
large employers situated in Richardson, a short distance to the south.
These employers are Texas Instruments and Rockwell International.
Electronic Data Systems (EDS) has recently relocated its headquarters
to western Piano and is also being joined by Frito-Lay and Southland
Life Insurance. The largest and most recent relocation was announced
in July, 1987, with J.C. Penney moving its national headquarters to
western Piano. While these companies employ large numbers of
Piano residents, many commute daily to employment centers in Dallas
and other cities of the Metropolitan area.
Piano, strategically located north of the Dallas County line, lies
directly in the path of the dominant northerly grow th trends for both
Dallas and Richardson. Piano's population has risen dramatically over
the past 20 years, and it appears reasonable to presume upward growth
trends to continue into the foreseeable future. Piano has experienced
exceptionally high levels of residential construction during the past 26
years. However, the downturn in the Texas economy significantly
affected Piano and Collin Counties in terms of the real estate market.
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CONCLUSION AND DOCUMENTATION
At

the

outset

of my

thesis

investigation, my

intent was to investigate the role that harmony
and

discord

generators.

played
Later,

in

at

design

the

as

beginning

formal
of

the

design semester it became apparent that either
harmony would have to play a dominate role over
discord or vise versa given
opposed

nature

of

environment. Harmony

either

the

dialectically

coexisting

in

one

became the obvious choice

given the nature of the project type selected.
The design response came directly from the idea
of ceremony and the procession associated with
death and the "American Funeral."
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